ABSTRACT

My invention, Animasks Kid's Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks, is new in the field of children's safety filter masks. They are intended to solve and or improve the problems associated with children needing to wear safety filter masks. Right now, stores and hospitals carry expensive, plain, unappealing filter masks which may be scary or intimidating to children. In addition to that, most stores carry safety filter masks that do not fit children well, which means they have to be modified in emergency situations. My masks however, solves these problems because they are made to be an inexpensive, simple, fun, yet provides an effective way for children to be safe. "No modifications needed". They are made of printed die-cut cotton fibers for versatile fan character designs, with OEM adjusters and staples. My masks will give hospitals and everyday consumers a choice when choosing between what's already available to them, provide a better overall fit for children, make children want to be safe when wearing the fun designs, and be cost effective.
ANIMASKS KID'S DUST MASKS ANIMASKS AKA CHILD FRIENDLY FILTER MASKS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] I previously filed a provisional application for patent on my invention, Animasks Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks under the name “Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks.” The filing date is Dec. 29, 2006, and the application number is 60/877,711.

[0002] I am now in the process of filing a utility patent on my invention, Animasks Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] The field of endeavor to which my invention, Animasks Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks pertains is human resources.

[0004] The purpose of my invention, Animasks Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks, is to provide children with safe, “child-sized” filter masks, that are simple to use, “child friendly” not scary and intimidating to children, sanitary, disposable, and economical to use, instead of having to use the alternative, “adult-sized” modified filter masks for safety precautions.

[0005] I came up with my invention, Animasks Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks, when reading safety precautions for Homeland Security measures about filter masks when children are involved. The precautions stated “do whatever you can to make the best fit possible for children.”

[0006] With that in mind, I felt it was time that children had their own safe filter masks, in their own sizes, and not “adult-sized” modified ones for safety precautions. So I invented Animask Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks.

[0007] My Animasks Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks are appealing to children, by having the appearances of different fun character designs, so they can be perceived as “child friendly”. The appearances of the different fun character designs make children want to be safe by wearing my Animasks Kid’s Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks.

[0008] My Animasks Kid’s Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks are made of a two-piece assembly, which makes them simple, yet very effective when used. In addition to being safe, “child-sized”, simple to use, and “child friendly”, for the consumer, my Animasks Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks are also sanitary, disposable, and economical.

[0009] Other useful options of my Animasks Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks are, in cases of emergencies such as blocking airborne or contagious agents from being inhaled, medical personnel wearing them in hospitals to cheer up sick children when they are in the hospital, worn to prevent dust, inhalants, or other allergens in and around the home when dusting, painting, woodworking, etc., and occasionally worn as a costume, just to have fun.

[0010] The inexpensive cost effective materials of my Animasks Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks makes it easy for corporations to manufacture may product.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0011] I invented Animask Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks, to provide children with safe “child-sized” filter masks, that are simple to use, “child friendly”, not scary and intimidating to children, sanitary, disposable, and economical, instead of having to use the alternative, “adult-sized” modified filter masks for safety precautions.

[0012] My Animask Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks are made of safe breathable materials, they are made of a two-piece assembly, which makes them simple, yet effective to use by the consumer. They are made “child friendly” printed in the appearances of vast fun character designs, so children will think wearing a mask is fun! My Animasks Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks Child Friendly Filter Masks are also economical, sanitary, and disposable. The inexpensive cost effective materials make my Animasks Kid’s Masks Animasks Child Friendly Filter Masks easy to manufacture by corporations.

[0013] Other useful options for wearing my Animasks Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Masks are, occasionally wearing them just for fun, as part of a costume, as a dust or woodworking mask, and/or hospital personnel wearing them to cheer up sick children while they are in the hospital.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF THE DRAWING

[0014] Inventor’s name: Christa Willis, title of invention: Animasks Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks. Application No. 60/877,711. For this section, I have included drawing pages numbers 1/2 and 2/2, and photo pages 1 and 2 of my Animasks Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks.

[0015] Each Animask Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks are made of a two-piece assembly of die cut printed cotton filter, held together with cut to length rubber bands, with an OEM adjuster and staples.

[0016] The following pages of the drawings and photos, depicts one of the fun animal designs of my Animasks Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks Child Friendly Filter Masks in detail.

[0017] On page 1/2 of the drawings, FIG. 1A depicts the diameter of the Animasks Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks from the top view. FIG. 1B depicts the shape of Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks from a frontal-side view. FIG. 1C depicts the total height and width of Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks from a frontal view. And FIG. 1D depicts the side-view of Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks.

[0018] On page 2/2, FIG. 2A depicts the lengthwise measurement of the rubber band that is to be connected to the Animask Kid’s Dust Masks Animask aka Child Friendly Filter Masks on each side by staples. And FIG. 2B on page 2/2 depicts the size of the staple(s) used to connect the rubber bands to the Animasks Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks.

[0019] Page 1 of the photo pages gives a brief introductory summary of why and how my Animasks Kid’s Dust Masks
Animasks Child Friendly Filter Masks are and were made. This page also depicts photographs of a prototype of the product sample, and a boxed sample of my product in a targeted corporation’s packaging.

Page 2 of the photo pages depicts a photograph of my product sample, Animasks’ Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks Child Friendly Filter Masks in completed form. And examples of my Animasks’ Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks Child Friendly Filter Masks in boxed completed packaging form, using a targeted corporation’s packaging. The boxes shown are angled to display frontal and side views of the product, Animasks’ Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks Child Friendly Filter Masks, with a model depicting the correct way to wear my product, Animasks’ Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks Child Friendly Filter Masks.

Detailed Description of the Invention

I previously filed a provisional application for patent on my invention, Animasks’ Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks. The filing date is Dec. 29, 2006, and the application number is Ser. No. 60/877,711.

I am now in the process of filing a for utility patent on my invention, Animasks’ Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks.

My Animasks’ Kid’s Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks are designed to be safe and “child-sized”.

Animasks’ Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks Child Friendly Filter Masks are made of printed die cut cotton fibers, to be made to have the appearances of different fun character designs, with cut to length rubber bands, and OEM adjuster and staples. Many masks, while needed could seem scary and intimidating. The purpose of the fun character designs on my Animasks’ Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks are to appear “child friendly”, to the children, not scary and intimidating. Children will want to be safe by wearing my Animasks’ Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks Child Friendly Filter Masks, not reluctant. The child will think wearing a mask is fun!

My Animasks’ Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks are versatile, they can be worn for many occasions such as, in cases of emergencies such as blocking airborne or contagious agents from being inhaled, medical personnel can wear them in hospitals to cheer up sick children, worn to prevent dust or other allergens in and around the home when dusting, painting, vacuuming, woodworking, etc., or occasionally worn as a costume just to have fun.

Since every product invented for consumer use, must solve a problem, incorporate consumer friendliness and be easy to use, I feel that my Animasks’ Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks fall within these guidelines. Being that, first of all, they are safe, and made “child-sized” to fit the average child, which eliminates the need for modifying “adult-sized” filter masks for safety precautions. Second, since each of my Animasks’ Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks Child Friendly Filter Masks are made of two-piece die cut cotton fiber assembly, they are easy to use, sanitary and disposable. And third, the “child friendly” character designs of my Animasks’ Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks Child Friendly Filter Masks make children think wearing a mask is fun, not scary or intimidating. Finally, the inexpensive cost effective materials makes it easy for a corporation to manufacture my product for consumer demand.

1. What I Christla Willis claim as my invention is: Animasks’ Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks aka Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks.

I Christla Willis claim that I have the right to change the name and appearance of my invention, Animasks’ Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks at any time I may choose.

I Christla Willis claim that the following is a vast listing of my “child friendly” fun character designs that my invention, Animasks’ Kid’s Dust Masks Animasks aka Child Friendly Filter Masks appearances can be chosen from. My list choices are: Animal noses, animal trunks, animal snouts, bird beaks, duck bills, animal mouths, human noses, human mouths, cartoon characters, career icons, nurse masks, surgeon masks, fireman’s masks, clown noses, clown mouths, clown cheeks, applied make-up on cheeks, lipstick on lips, princess mouth Veils, cowboy face with bandana over mouth, moustaches, beards, goatees, big human smile, human grins, large human teeth, funny human crooked gag teeth, large blown bubble gum bubble, baby’s and a baby’s pacifier in mouth.

* * * * *